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SOVEREIGNTY AND SUBORDINATION IN CRIMEAN-OTTOMAN 
RELATIONS (SIXTEENTH–EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES)

Natalia Królikowska

During the last two centuries, Crimean-Ottoman relations attracted mod-
erate attention from European scholars; until World War II, the khanate 
was treated as a vassal state of the Ottoman Empire.1 Many scholars 
believe that Ottoman suzerainty over the Tatars was stipulated in a treaty 
concluded between Khan Mengli I Giray and Sultan Mehmed II in 1478;2 
however, the existence of this treaty was questioned by Halil İnalcık in 
the 1940s3 and efffectively disproved by later scholars. One of them, Alan 
Fisher, points out that the degree of the khanate’s dependency on the 

1 The titles of two well-known nineteenth-century studies epitomize this attitude: see 
Joseph Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der Chane der Krim unter osmanischer Herrschaft 
vom 15. Jahrhundert bis zum Ende 18. Jahrhundert (Vienna, 1856); Vasilii Smirnov, Kryms-
koe khanstvo pod verkhovenstvem Otomanskoi Porty do nachala XVIII veka [The Crimean 
Khanate under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Porte] (St. Petersburg, 1887) and the sec-
ond part entitled “Krymskoe khanstvo pod verkhovenstvom Otomaskoi Porty v XVIII v. 
do prisoedinieniia k Rossii” [The Crimean Khanate under the suzerainty of the Ottoman 
Porte in the eighteenth century to its incorporation into Russia], Zapiski Odesskogo Obsh-
chestva Istorii i Drevnostii 15 (1889): 152–403. The claim is also well illustrated by the pas-
sages quoted below: “Mengli Giray (. . .) was sent back to the Crimea as khan; nevertheless, 
from this time onward, the Turks started to control the Perekop Tatars and also positioned 
their troops on the peninsula. In return, the khans gained assurances of eternal alliance 
and brotherhood [with the Ottomans].” (“Menglikerey (. . .) nazad do Tauryki odesłany 
z tytułem kana; wszelako od tej daty Turcy powzięli mieć najwyższą zwierzchność nad 
Tatarami Perekopskiemi, stawiać na Tauryce swoje garnizony, a kanom tytuł braterstwa 
i ligi, wiecznej zostawuiąc.”) See Adam Naruszewicz, Tauryka czyli wiadomości starożytne 
o stanie i mieszkańcach Krymu do naszych czasów [Tauryka, that is, archaic information 
about the state and population of the Crimea until our time] (Warsaw, 1805), 90; “Still 
we cannot but feel a conviction that where the elements of civilized life, of great ability, 
of rule, of farsighted policy, of taste for the acts of peace, are found in monarchs such as 
those here instanced (and others might be named), there must be at least the possibility 
of a civilized community in their subjects. Yet, at the same time, we cannot but ask, what 
could a country do, whose rulers were subjects to such a tyrannous caprice as these khans 
sufffered at the hands of the degraded Sultans?”; see Anthony Grant, An Historical Sketch 
of the Crimea (London, 1855), 101.

2 Vasilii Smirnov, Krymskoe khanstvo, 294.
3 Halil İnalcık, “Yeni Vesikalara Göre Kırım Hanlığının Osmanlı Tabiliğine Girmesi ve 

Ahidnamesi Meselesi” [The subordination of the Crimean Khanate to the Ottomans and 
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Ottomans was in continual flux between the late fĳifteenth century and the 
end of the eighteenth century. He questions the view that the Tatars were 
servile vassals of the Ottoman Empire during this period. Fisher also argues 
that they conducted a separate foreign policy, which sometimes difffered 
from that of the Ottomans.4 The study of Carl Max Kortepeter provides a 
fascinating example of such an independent Crimean ruler, Gazi II Giray 
(1588–1596; 1597–1608). The author demonstrates that the diffferent aims of 
the Ottomans and the Crimean clans made it possible for the khan to seize 
enough power to control his vassals from one side, and to conduct more 
independent policies toward the Ottomans from another.5 The studies of 
Akmes Nimet Kurat on the early eighteenth century demonstrate that in 
this period the khans could not act independently of Ottoman influence. 
To illustrate this, the author draws a moving picture of Khan Devlet II 
Giray (1699–1702, 1708–1713), yet another outstanding Crimean ruler, who 
failed in his attempts to conduct an anti-Russian policy independently 
of the Ottomans. In 1711, during the war with Russia in Moldavia, he was 
unable to convince the Ottomans to pursue their advantage over Tsar 
Peter I: going against the khan’s advice, Grand Vizier Baltacı Mehmed 
Pasha concluded the Prut armistice on the terms proposed by the tsar.6 
As Alan Fisher suggests, “at some undetermined time between 1600 and 
1750, the entire confĳiguration of Ottoman-Crimean Tatar political rela-
tions changed completely.”7

The shifts in Crimean-Ottoman relations can also be seen in the Crimean 
chronicles. Their authors conceptualized mutual relations, including the 
status of the khanate versus the Ottoman Empire, in diverse ways. The 
fĳirst chronicle written by Remmal Hoca in the mid-sixteenth century 
reflects these ambiguities, which are clearly present in his description of 

the question of the treaty in the light of previously unknown documents], Belleten 8 (1944): 
185–229.

4 Alan Fisher elaborates on this subject in numerous articles, collected in two volumes; 
see idem, Between Russians, Ottomans and Turks: Crimea and the Crimean Tatars (Istanbul, 
1998); idem, A Precarious Balance: Conflict, Trade and Diplomacy on the Russian-Ottoman 
Frontier (Istanbul, 1999). 

5 Carl Max Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism during the Reformation: Europe and the 
Caucasus (London, 1972).

6 Akmes Nimet Kurat, İsveç Kıralı Karl’ın Türkiye’de Kalışı ve Bu Sırada Osmanlı 
Imperatorluğu [The stay of the Swedish King Charles in Turkey and the Ottoman Empire 
in this period] (Istanbul, 1943), 399–458; idem, Prut Seferi ve Barışı [The Prut campaign and 
the peace] (Ankara, 1953), vol. 2, 501–502.

7 Alan Fisher, Between Russians, Ottomans and Turks, 67.
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the circumstances in which Sahib Giray (1532–1551) ascended to and then 
lost the Crimean throne.

In his description of Sahib Giray’s ascension to the throne, the chron-
icler depicts the audience of the Crimean noblemen before Sultan 
Süleyman the Magnifĳicent in 1532. According to Remmal Hoca, as soon as 
the Tatars requested the change of their ruler, Sa‘adet I Giray, the sultan 
answered: “It is not possible to depose the Crimean khans, because for 
a long time they were the padishahs with the right to sovereignty, hutbe 
[the sermon following the Friday prayer in which the Islamic ruler’s name 
is mentioned] and [the right to mint] coins.”8 Nevertheless, when Saadet I 
Giray, the unwanted khan, left his state, the sultan nominated Sahib Giray 
in his place. The new ruler was sent to the Crimea as the Ottoman appoin-
tee with the insignia of power given to him by Süleyman the Magnifĳicent. 
Sahib Giray obtained from the sultan a standard and a horsetail, as well 
as janissaries and money.

Remmal Hoca suggests that Sahib Giray’s loss of power and life was 
closely connected to the deterioration of his relations with the Sublime 
Porte. The chronicler states that during his reign, Sahib Giray took part in 
numerous Ottoman military campaigns; but in 1546, when he fabricated 
an excuse not to send auxiliary troops to support the sultan’s campaign 
in Iran, the pashas at the Sublime Porte alerted the sultan. In the words 
of the chronicle:

Our Lord, thanks to you the khan has ascended to the throne, you have 
augmented his treasury and strengthened his army. [But now] he shows 
disrespect to [You,] Our Lord. The proof is that he now dares to oppose your 
orders and make excuses for not sending auxiliary troops. He thinks he will 
gain possession of all the territories [in the Crimea] the moment you pass 
away. (. . .) If he unites his forces with the Nogays, no one will be a match for 
him and [be able to] resist. Now is the time to take precautions.9

Sahib Giray lost the support of the Ottomans and a few years later was 
killed by his Nogay vassals; whereupon the sultan appointed another 
Crimean khan in his place.

The story raises important issues about Tatar-Ottoman relations and 
provokes various questions concerning the degree of sovereignty of the 
Crimean Khanate. Was it an Ottoman vassal state? What did it mean to 

8 “Ḳırım Ḫānları ma’zul olmaz eba’an ced ṣaḥib i ṣaltanat ve ṣaḥib i ḫutbe ve ṣaḥib i sikke 
pādişāhlardır.” See Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān [The history of Sahib Giray 
Han], ed. Özalp Gökbilgin (Ankara, 1973), 20.

9 Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 114–115.
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be a vassal or a sovereign in the Muslim world? What were the attributes 
of sovereignty and subordination in Tatar-Ottoman relations? To limit 
this impossibly broad fĳield, this study, based on information drawn from 
chronicles of the Crimea, and Crimean court registers, as well as European 
and Ottoman accounts,10 addresses the following questions:

–  What were the limits of Ottoman control over the khanate? Did the 
claim to the Genghisid heritage raised by the khanate afffect Tatar-
Ottoman relations?11

–  Could the Tatars force the Sublime Porte to change its policy toward 
the khanate or toward other polities?

–  Did Tatar-Ottoman relations change during the early modern period? 
If so, what were the turning points?

–  Were there symbols of Ottoman suzerainty over the khanate?

For the purposes of this study, we must also defĳine what it meant to be a 
vassal and a sovereign state in the Muslim world. As Colin Imber states, 

10 Crimean judicial records, 121 volumes altogether, are preserved in the Russian 
National Library in St. Petersburg (Otdel Rukopisev Rossiiskoi Natsionalnoi Biblioteki, St. 
Petersburg [hereafter, ORRNB]), Fond 917). Before 1799, the collection was handed over 
to the Russian authorities by Mehmed Ağa, the last Crimean kadiasker; it was kept in the 
archives of the governor of Simferopol till 1905, when it was sent to the public library in 
St. Petersburg; see Olga Vasileva, “Krymsko-Tatarskie Rukopisnye Materialy v otdele ruko-
pisii” [Crimean Tatar manuscript materials in the department of manuscripts], Rossiiskaia 
National’naia Biblioteka: Vostochnyi Sbornik 5 (1993): 37–45. The collection contains judi-
cial records of the kadiaskers and kadis of the main Crimean cities (Bahçesaray, Kara Su, 
Gözleve), along with a few registers whose territorial afffĳiliation remains unidentifĳied. Two 
registers of real estate left by Christians, who emigrated from the Crimean peninsula in 
1778, are also included in this collection.

11  The Girays’ descent from Genghis Khan was recognized by the Ottomans and gave 
the khans a unique prestige in the Ottoman world. Although the sultans dissociated 
themselves from the Mongol tradition (see Leslie Peirce, The Imperial Harem: Women 
and Sovereignty in the Ottoman Empire (New York and Oxford, 1993), 159), they competed 
with the khans over the political inheritance of the Golden Horde. The history of the 
unsuccessful Astrakhan campaign in 1569 clearly demonstrates the Tatar-Ottoman compe-
tition for supremacy over the steppe. After the Russian conquest of Kazan and Astrakhan, 
the Crimean khan made an attempt to regain these territories without Ottoman support. 
He tried to convince the tsar to return this area to him, “because from the old days Astra-
khan and Kazan were part of the Muslim world and the yurt of the khans of our dynasty”; 
quoted from Mikhail Khodarkovsky, Russia’s Steppe Frontier: The Making of Colonial 
Empire, 1500–1800 (Bloomington, IN, 2004), 116. Only after the tsar denied this demand, did 
the khan give reluctant support to the Ottoman campaign heading to Astrakhan in 1569. 
Nonetheless, the Tatar troops abandoned the Ottomans at their earliest convenience, near 
the river Volga. Apparently, the Ottoman presence in the steppe posed such a serious 
threat to the khan that he preferred to leave Astrakhan in Russian hands. 
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the Hanafĳi theory of rulership offfered a simple and realistic defĳinition of 
a legal sovereign “as a person who seizes and efffectively exercises power.”12 
Although this was the real basis of Ottoman rule, it was not something 
which the sultans could admit. Instead, they made elaborate claims to 
rightful sovereignty, culminating in the sixteenth-century idea of univer-
sal rule. Ottoman sultans, according to Colin Imber, adopted the Hanafĳi 
jurists’ idea that the following four acts express exclusive royal authority:

1. performing the Friday prayer in the sultan’s name;
2. collecting the poll-tax and tribute from non-Muslims;
3. obtaining one-fĳifth of all plunder taken in a holy war; and
4. executing the fĳixed penalties.13

These areas played a symbolic role in the exercise of the sultan’s power. 
In the following few pages I address the question, who exercised power in 
these four areas in the Crimean Khanate: the khan or the sultan?

Friday Prayer

Remmal Hoca and Abdullah, son of Rizvan Pasha, in reference to Sahib 
Giray and Mengli I Giray respectively, state that Friday prayers were 
performed in the khan’s name.14 Evliya Çelebi, however, observed dur-
ing his travel through the Crimea in the 1660s that the khan’s name was 
mentioned after that of the sultan.15 Çelebi states that the sultan’s name 
appeared in the Crimean hutbe as early as the reign of Selim I (1512–1520).16 
Yet another version is found in the chronicle of Seyyid Muhammed Riza, 
who attributes the change of customs to İslam II Giray. The khan, accord-
ing to the chronicler, introduced the sultan’s name into the Friday prayers 
in 1584; by doing so, he wanted to compensate the sultan for the damages 

12 Colin Imber, Ebu’s-suud: The Islamic Legal Tradition (Edinburgh, 1997), 73.
13 Ibid., 79–94.
14 Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 20; Abdullah, son of Rizvan Paşa, La chro-

nique des steppes kipchak. Tevārīh-i Dešt-i Qipčak du XVIIe siècle, ed. Ananiasz Zajączkowski 
(Warsaw, 1966), 34.

15 Evliya Çelebi, Księga podróży Ewliji Czelebiego [The book of travels by Evliya 
Çelebi], ed. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, Aleksander Dubiński, and Stanisława Płaskowicka-
Rymkiewicz (Warsaw, 1969), 174, 283. 

16 Ilya Zaitsev, Krymskaia istoriografĳicheskaia traditsiia XV–XIX vekov [Crimean histo-
riographic tradition, fĳifteenth-nineteenth centuries] (Moscow, 2009), 150.
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caused by previous Tatar raids in Moldavia.17 The motive suggested by Riza 
calls for further scrutiny, as the Tatars made no savage raids on Moldavia 
in the 1580s: it seems, therefore, that İslam II Giray did not have to beg for 
the sultan’s forgiveness. It is also noteworthy that Abdullah, son of Rizvan 
Pasha, who lived in the Ottoman Crimea only a half century later did not 
mention this fact in his description of the reign of İslam II Giray.18 Yet 
another Crimean chronicler, Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi, also did not include 
any passages about eventual changes in the hutbe in his description of the 
reign of İslam II Giray.19 From the silence of Abdullah, son of Rizvan Pasha 
and Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi we can at least conclude that the version found 
in Seyyid Muhammed Riza’s chronicle was not universally acknowledged 
in the khanate.20

In light of the aforementioned examples it becomes clear that the cir-
cumstances in which the sultan’s name was introduced into the Friday 
prayer in the Crimea were seen diffferently in a variety of early modern 
narrative accounts, and it is hard to reconcile the divergent descriptions 
on the subject. Therefore, the exact date and the reasons for changing the 
Crimean hutbe remain unclear and will require further research.

Collecting the Poll-tax and Tribute

Tax registers from the Ottoman Crimea dating back as early as the 1520s 
provide evidence for the fĳiscal autonomy of the Crimean Khanate.21 The 
orders of the Crimean rulers recorded in the judicial records demonstrate 

17 Seyyid Muhammed Riza, Es-sebü’s-seyyar ili sem’ planet soderzhavshchii istoriu krym-
skikh khanow ot Mengli Girej Khana pierwogo do Mengli Girej Khana vtorogo t. e. s 871/1466 
po 1150/1737 [The seven planets or the history of the Crimean khans from Khan Mengli 
I Giray to Khan Mengli II Giray], ed. Mirza Kazembeg (Kazan, 1832), 107. This story is 
repeated by Halim Giray, whose descriptions of events prior to the 1740s mirror the chron-
icle of Seyyid Muhammed Riza, see Halim Giray, Gülbün ü Hanan yahud Kırım Tarihi/Rozo-
vyi kust khanov ili istoria Kryma [The rosebush of the khans or the history of Crimea], ed. 
Ablakim Ilmi (Simferopol, 2004), 193.

18 Abdullah, son of Rizvan Paşa, La chronique des steppes kipchak, 38.
19 Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi, Ümdetü’t-tavarih [The essence of history], ed. N. Asim Bey 

(Istanbul, 1343/1927), 114.
20 Natalia Królikowska, “Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate: A Study 

on the Reign of Murad Giray (1678–1683),” (PhD diss., University of Warsaw, 2010), 64–73.
21  About the exact dating of the oldest tapu tahrir defter from Ottoman Crimea, see 

Yücel Öztürk, Osmanlı Hakimiyetinde Kefe (1475–1600) [Cafffa under the Ottoman Rule] 
(Ankara, 2000), xxi.
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that their offfĳicials collected the poll-tax payable by non-Muslim subjects.22 
Sources of this kind also offfer data on other taxes paid to the khan by 
his Muslim and non-Muslim subjects.23 There is no evidence of any taxes 
from the khanate being paid into the Ottoman treasury.

The tribute paid by Muscovy and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
to the Crimea constituted an important part of khan’s income. Diffferent 
terms with various meanings were applied to these periodic payments, but 
it is unfortunately beyond the scope of this study to discuss in detail all of 
the meanings attributed to them. For instance, in Ottoman Turkish docu-
ments they were referred to as uluğ hazine, tiyiş, vergi, kesim or pişkeş,24 
terms which have various meanings from “great treasure” (uluğ hazine) 
to “tax” or “tribute” (vergi or pişkeş). Not surprisingly, Polish and Russian 
diplomats preferred to use terms with less humiliating connotations, like 
“gifts” (pominki in Russian25 and upominki in Polish)26 or “treasure” (kazna 

22 ORRNB, Fond 317, defter 25/115a/4 (this identifĳies the case as recorded in judicial 
record no. 25, on page 115a, as the fourth entry); Natalia Królikowska, “Law and Division of 
Power in the Crimean Khanate,” 193–199.

23 ORRNB, Fond 917, defter 2/55a/1; 25/18a/2; 25/114b/1; 25/120a/2.
24 Halil İnalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea and the Ottoman 

Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” in Passé turco-tatar, présent soviétique: Études offfertes à 
Alexandre Bennigsen, ed. Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay, et al. (Louvain and Paris, 1986), 
208–211.

25 See, for example, reports of Russian diplomats in 1683: Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi 
arkhiv drevnikh aktov (Moscow) Fond 123, no 72, f. 491–532.

26 See, for instance, the Polish version of the Treaty of Zborów concluded in 1649 
(Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych, Warsaw [hereafter, AGAD], Archiwum Koronne War-
szawskie, Dz. tatarskie, k. 62, t. 3, no. 334). It is of interest to note that while Polish diplo-
mats denied Tatars the right to collect tribute from the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, 
they willingly acknowledged their authority to do the same in Muscovy. In 1623, for exam-
ple, Mehmed III Giray made the following demand in presence of a Polish envoy: “God 
wants you [the Poles] to pay us tribute, because it is our right to be well-offf, to have food, 
drink and clothing thanks to the giaurs as well as to have our crops harvested by your 
slaves settled down in our villages.” The khan then added that since the Russians pay the 
tribute, the Poles should do the same. Although the envoy was not convinced by the last 
argument, he agreed that the Russians were obliged to pay as “they are from among your 
[Tatar] hordes.” The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the envoy continued, used to send 
the annual payment in the hope of military help and immunity from Tatar raids. It is note-
worthy that twenty-fĳive years earlier, the Polish king already had to deal with the problem 
of the former subordination of Lithuania to the Tatars. Sigismund III Vasa instructed his 
envoy that he, as the ruler of the newly created Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, would 
not accept a treaty that included the passage copied from earlier Tatar-Lithuanian treaties 
granting “Kiev and other castles as far as Sokal” by the Tatars. The king was determined 
not to include this formula, which would have placed him among the khan’s tributaries; 
see Dariusz Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, 1595–1623 [Polish-Tatar relations, 1595–1623] 
(Warsaw, 2004), 79, 252.
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in Russian).27 The Tatar interpretation was based on Mongol and Islamic 
traditions: according to the chronicler Seyyid Muhammed Riza, the khan 
had the right to this tribute because he was the heir of the Golden Horde. 
He refers to the annual payment delivered by Muscovy as cizye, i.e., the 
poll-tax payable by non-Muslims, thus he explains the practice of collect-
ing payment from Muscovy in purely Islamic terms.28

It is clear that in the course of time the meaning of the periodic Rus-
sian payments changed: the khans seem to have accepted its Muscovite 
interpretation, because of the growing power of Russia in the second half 
of the sixteenth century. For the Russians, it meant a gift or a payment 
that secured peaceful relations; such an interpretation can be found in 
a letter sent by İslam Bey Cegielski to Polish Crown Chancellor Mikołaj 
Prażmowski in the 1660s. Its author, the khan’s secretary and a Polish 
renegade, mentions a report sent by a Tatar spy in Muscovy, who states 
that the tsar planned to give a treasure (kazna)—which normally was 
sent to the Crimean khan—to the Kalmyks in return for their military 
support.29 The usage of the term kazna, therefore, by no means suggests 
Tatar sovereignty over Muscovy in the mid-seventeenth century. The Rus-
sians ceased to deliver a treasure to the khan in 1700.

The question arises, how did the Ottomans perceive Muscovy: as their 
tributary state or as the tributary state of the khanate? Diplomatic relations 
between these three states, some aspects of which have been discussed by 
Halil İnalcık and Alan Fisher, indicate that the Ottomans acknowledged 
the special rights of the khanate over Muscovy.30 As a sign of Ottoman 
recognition of Tatar sovereignty over Russia, the khan received their trib-
ute for himself and mediated Ottoman diplomatic relations with Muscovy 
until 1700. Nonetheless, when needed, Tatars themselves used Ottoman 
power and authority to intimidate the Russians. This is clear, for exam-
ple, from a letter sent by the khan’s vizier Sefer Gazi Ağa to Tsar Alexei 
Mikhailovich in 1662. The khan’s vizier reminds the Russian ruler to obey 
the will of “his Padishah [i.e., the Ottoman sultan], who at the same time 
is also Padishah of the tsar.”31

27 See note 25. 
28 Seyyid Muhammed Riza, Es-sebü’s-seyyar, 99, 166.
29 AGAD, Archiwum Koronne Warszawskie, Dz. tatarski, k. 61, t. 140, no. 283.
30 İnalcık, “Power Relationships,” 175–208; Fisher, “Crimean Separatism in the Ottoman 

Empire,” 86–87.
31  The letter was quoted by İnalcık, “Power Relationships,” 196.
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In summary, the Crimean khan enjoyed the royal right to collect Islamic 
taxes in the khanate; our sources indicate that his authority in this area 
was not limited by the sultan. Moreover, the latter recognized the khan’s 
right to collect annual payments from Muscovy and the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. Although diffferent meanings were attributed to the pay-
ments, it is clear that they represented the recognition of Tatar rights to 
the heritage of the Golden Horde. Because of this, the Tatars were inclined 
to label them as “tribute,” whereas those who paid them called them 
“gifts.” The Sublime Porte left these payments as well as the branch of its 
international policy concerning Muscovy in the khan’s hands as a way of 
recognizing his prestigious Genghisid descent.

Spoils of War

Spoils of war constituted an important source of income for the Crimean 
khan and his subjects. The Tatars took plunder and the khan claimed its 
percentage; yet, the khan’s share and the legitimate basis of its collection 
remain somewhat unclear. It seems that the rights of the khan to a share 
of war booty have their roots in both Islamic and Mongol traditions.

According to Hanafĳi jurists, a Muslim sovereign had rights to one-fĳifth 
(hums) of all plunder seized during a holy war—although the interpreta-
tion varied as to the meaning of the term “holy war.”32 Mongol customs 

32 The Koran Interpreted, trans. Arthur J. Arberry (New York, 1955), 201. The defĳinition 
of holy war as understood by the Tatars remains unclear. Did they declare every war with 
non-Muslims as a holy war, or did some types of conflicts fall beyond this notion? If so, did 
they have the same doubts as the Ottomans did concerning wars against the Shiites and 
non-Muslims protected by treaty? Eventually, the Ottoman ‘ulemas justifĳied warfare against 
both types of enemies and declared them holy wars. However, diffferent laws applied to 
infĳidels and to the Shiites; the latter were considered apostates, and could not be enslaved, 
but rather gained the status of prisoner. Therefore, they could be killed or ransomed, but 
could not be owned; see Imber, Ebu’s-suud, 86–89. Although much about the Tatar under-
standing of holy war remains unknown, it seems that they applied this term not only to 
campaigns against non-Muslims, but also to those against the Shiites. Moreover, they took 
slaves during the campaigns against the Safavids, even against the will of the Ottomans. 
In 1578, for example, the Ottoman commander-in-chief, Osman Pasha, mentioned to the 
Tatars that “even in the war zone it had been Ottoman policy to protect the lives and 
property of the Muslims inhabitants. The Tatars replied that ‘for the Tatars, raiding was 
as necessary as worldly goods for the repose of ordinary people’ and they let it be known 
that they could not accept his restriction,” see Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, 58; Remzi 
Kılıç, XVI. ve XVII. Yüzyıllarda Osmanlı Iran Siyasi Antlaşmaları [Ottoman-Persian political 
treaties in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries] (Istanbul, 2001), 101–103.
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also secured the ruler’s right to a share of war spoils: it was called savga 
and its amount varied by time and place.33

From Crimean narrative histories and documents we learn that the 
khan’s share of spoils was referred to by both terms, i.e., as Mongol savga 
and as Islamic hums. The chroniclers provide ambiguous fĳigures of its per-
centage. In the 1650s, Mehmed Senai stated that the collection of savga 
was justifĳied by ancient law (kanun i kadim). According to the chroni-
cler, its amount equaled a one-fĳifth share (hums) prescribed by Islamic 
law (şeri‘at).34 Yet, in the mid-eighteenth century, Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi 
defĳined savga as a tithe of booty.35 From external sources we learn that 
the khan’s share was indeed limited to a tithe.36 It seems that while the 
khans justifĳied their rights referring to both traditions, they were satisfĳied 
with a modest share that originated from Mongol customs. Such a deci-
sion might have reconciled the need to confĳirm royal authority with the 
economic interests of the khan’s subjects. The Ottomans did not inter-
fere in the division of booty, which had already been taken by the Tatars. 
They tried, however, to set limitations on the territories and groups of 
people who could be plundered. The Tatars were supposed to respect the 
Ottoman Empire’s policy toward its neighboring and tributary states, thus 
Ottoman diplomacy also limited the possibilities for the Tatars to conduct 
holy wars. For instance, in February 1699, the sultan reminded the Tatars 
that they were not supposed to make incursions into Muscovite and Pol-
ish territories because of the recently concluded treaty.37 Moreover, the 
Sublime Porte could restrict the types of booty taken by the Tatars. Sül-
eyman the Magnifĳicent, for example, forbade Khan Sahib Giray and his 
troops from enslaving inhabitants of Moldavia in 1538.38 It is notewor-
thy that the Tatars did not always submit to the Ottoman restrictions, 
as can be seen in the case of the Ottoman failure to convince the Tatars 

33 Mehmed Senai z Krymu, Historia Chana Islama Gereja III [The history of Khan İslam 
Giray III], ed. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz (Warsaw, 1971), 176n329.

34 Mehmed Senai z Krymu, Historia, 111/30 (the page numbers refer to the Polish trans-
lation of the chronicle and its text in Ottoman Turkish).

35 Adet-i Tatar olan savga alınmak hususı mukaleme olındı ki nisfĳ i hums i şer’idir hasıl i 
‘öşr olsa gerekdir; see Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi, Ümdetü’t-tavarih, 157.

36 Fiodor Lashkov, “Istoricheskii ocherk krymsko-tatarskogo zemlevladeniia” [A his-
torical study on Crimean Tatar land ownership], Izvestiia Tavrıcheskoi Uchenoi Arkhivnoi 
Kommissii [hereafter, ITUAK] 23 (1895): 88; idem, ed., “Sbornik dokumentov po istorii 
krymsko-tatarskogo zemlevladeniia” [Collection of sources on the history of Crimean 
Tatar land ownership], Izvestiia Tavrıcheskoi Uchenoi Arkhivnoi Kommissii 23 (1895): 127.

37 ORRNB, Fond 317, defter 34/19b/1.
38 Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 28/167.
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not to plunder Muslims during their campaigns against the Safavids in 
the sixteenth century.39 Moreover, it seems that the Sublime Porte had 
problems controlling the Tatars even during their crossings through Otto-
man territories. Viorel Panaite quotes an order of Selim II, in which the 
sultan reminds the Tatars—without success—of “the well-known rule 
of şeri‘at that stipulated obedient tributaries and protected peoples be 
released and of a hüküm by which the sultan had already ordered that 
the rebels be ransomed only by their Moldavian relatives and only at a 
price of 1,000 akçes each.”40 Referring to the war in Hungary (1593–1606), 
Caroline Finkel notes that “the Tatars often raided the Ottomans’ re‘aya, 
stealing their animals and possessions.”41 To protect their subjects, the 
sultans tried to restrict the Tatar route through Ottoman territories: Sul-
tan Ahmed I, for example, ordered the Tatars not to cross the Danube on 
their way to the campaign against the Habsburgs in 1605.42

Ottoman military campaigns that the Tatars considered unimportant 
from a political perspective and which caused them fĳinancial losses con-
stituted another problem in mutual relations. In such circumstances, the 
khan could rise against the sultan, or could face a rebellion by his unsatis-
fĳied Crimean and Nogay vassals. Vasilii Aitemiriev, a Muscovite envoy to 
the Crimea in 1695, described such a conflict:

December 8 [1695]: On the request of the karaçı beys,43 the Şirin and Mansur 
Beys,44 the kaymakam Apkerim Efendi along with the mufti, the kadiasker 
and the well-known mirzas and ağas, who lived in Bahçesaray, set out to [a 
place] in the vicinity of Kara Su.45 There, they held a council from which the 

39 Remzi Kılıç, XVI. ve XVII. Yüzyıllarda, 102.
40 Viorel Panaite, “The Re‘aya of the Tributary-protected Principalities: The Sixteenth 

through Eighteenth Century,” in Ottoman Borderlands: Issues, Personalities and Political 
Changes, ed. Kemal H. Karpat and Robert W. Zens (Madison, WI, 2003), 88.

41  Caroline Finkel, The Administration of Warfare: The Ottoman Military Campaigns in 
Hungary in 1593–1606 (Vienna, 1988), 204. 

42 Le Khanate de Crimée dans les Archives du Musée du Palais de Topkapı, ed. Alexandre 
Bennigsen et al. (Paris, 1978), 143. For more examples of illegal Tatar raids against Ottoman 
territories, see Panaite, “The Re‘aya of the Tributary-protected Principalities,” 86–89.

43 Karaçı families formed the highest circle of the Crimean nobility. They traced their 
origins back to the Golden Horde and they owed their elevated status to their economic 
and military power. They were headed by beks, who extended a great influence over the 
khanate’s policy and held substantial power within its borders.

44 In the seventeenth century, the Şirins and the Mansurs were the most powerful 
karaçı families in the Crimean Khanate.

45 “White Rock” (Ak Kaya), which is situated in vicinity of Kara Su, was a traditional 
place of periodic assemblies (kurultay) of the Tatar nobility.
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kaymakam and those others [who had arrived] from Bahçesaray returned 
on December 16.

And the news spread from this council that it had been said that the khan 
and the Crimean army should return to the Crimea and defend their homes. 
For the last ten years, the Crimean warriors have helped the Turkish army 
every year. Not only have [the Tatars] received no benefĳit [from these cam-
paigns], but they lost many people and horses. They kept dying, weaken-
ing and losing their horses during such long expeditions. Because of [these 
campaigns,] all the Tatars are going to perish. Only last summer, when the 
Crimean and Bucak armies were absent from home, the Russian army and 
the Don and Zaporozhian Cossacks raided the territories of Crimea and 
Bucak. They ravaged villages and settlements. They wiped out [their inhabit-
ants]. Thus [the council] decided that [the Tatars] should not go to Hungary 
or distant Wallachia, but should defend the Crimea against the Cossacks’ 
pillage. It is written by the unbelievers in the Qur’an:

If somebody has his own close enemy and instead of fĳighting that enemy 
helps to fĳight a faraway enemy, it is not right. And after they [i.e., the par-
ticipants of the council] had written down their decisions, they sent [them] 
to the khan in Adrianople by a servant of the khan’s court, who was named 
Hacı Receb. And [they notifĳied Khan Selim I Giray] that if he wished to 
remain their khan he should immediately return to the Crimea. If not, they 
would fĳind another khan in the Crimea.46

It is clear that the Crimean nobles did not want to take part in the Otto-
man holy war when they felt that it threatened their vital interests. More-
over, they denied the khan the right to jeopardize their security in order 
to help the sultan in a distant campaign against infĳidels.

In conclusion, collecting booty caused extensive trouble in Tatar-
Ottoman relations. It seems clear that the Ottomans recognized the 
Tatars’ right to take spoils of war and the Crimean khan’s right to a share 
of one-fĳifth of all plunder. Yet, the Sublime Porte and the Tatars defĳined 
the lawful mode of acquisition of booty in a diffferent manner. As noted 
above, the Ottomans tried to limit Tatar raiding activities in order to pro-
tect their non-Muslim vassals, subjects, and allies, and also considered 
pillaging Muslim enemies as an offfense. The history of the Persian cam-
paigns in the 1570–1580s indicates that the Tatars did not share this point 

46 Vasilii Aitemiriev received this information from his translator, who was present in 
front of the kaymakam just before the departure of Hacı Receb, and saw the letter writ-
ten to the khan; see A.I. Markievich, ed., “Spisok s stateinogo spiska poddiachavo Vasiliia 
Aitemirieva, posylannovo v Krym s predlozheniiem mirnykh dogovorov (7200/1692–
7203/1695)” [An excerpt from the diplomatic report of Poddiachi Vasilii Aitemiriev, sent to 
the Crimea with a proposal for peace negotiations], Zapiski Odesskogo Obshchestva Istorii 
i Drevnostei 19 (1896): 48–49.
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of view: they considered the military conflicts with the Safavids a legiti-
mate source of slaves and goods.

Execution of Fixed Penalties

The execution of fĳixed penalties for the fĳive Qur’anic offfenses—that is, 
fornication, false accusation of fornication, wine-drinking, theft, and high-
way robbery—constituted another area subject to the exclusive author-
ity of the ruler. The Qur’anic requirements to prosecute, however, were 
so strict that they were seldom imposed in Islamic states. In their place, 
Ottoman jurists rather inflicted discretionary punishments such as flog-
ging, fĳines or imprisonment, which in the Ottoman Empire were then 
executed by the sultan’s offfĳicials.47

The Crimean court registers reveal little about the execution of fĳixed 
penalties in the khanate. What is known suggests some analogies to the 
Ottoman practice. The khan assigned the task to the Crimean kadis, who 
were the most important offfĳicials in the province. They administered jus-
tice in the judicial districts (kazas), which covered the entire territory of 
the khanate.48 The kadis had a variety of minor offfĳicials at their disposal 
(naibs, katibs, muhzırs, kassams, delals), and could additionally rely on the 
help of other provincial offfĳicials, such as law enforcement offfĳicers called 
zabits. The latter, recruited from among the janissaries, reported to the 
kadis as well.49 From the court registers we learn that individuals accused 
of committing the Qur’anic offfenses—for example, robbery on a highway50 

47 Rudolph Peters, Crime and Punishment in Islamic Law: Theory and Practice from the 
Sixteenth to the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge, 2005), 75–102.

48 In general, the kadis were the khan’s appointees; this is clear in the opening formula 
of the Crimean judicial records, as well as in the khan’s extant orders recorded there. Yet, 
the kalga or the karaçı families seemed to influence the choice of the more important 
kadis in some districts. Still, one can argue that the latter, at least formally, remained the 
khan’s appointees, see Barbara Kellner-Heinkele, Aus den Aufzeichnungen des Said Giray 
Sultan: Eine zeitgenössische Quelle zur Geschichte des Chanats der Krim um die Mitte des 
18. Jahrhunderts (Freiburg am Breigau, 1975), 212–246, 317; Charles Peysonnel, Traité sur 
le commerce de la mer Noire (Paris, 1787), 282; ORRNB, Fond 917 defter 25/3b/5; 23b/69a/1; 
25/25a/4; 23a/146b/7.

49 For more detail about the Crimean judiciary, see Natalia Królikowska, “Law and Divi-
sion of Power,” 87–158; 168–176; 189–228.

50 For instance, Ali Çelebi, a scribe of the beytülmal emini, accused a cotton worker, 
Aslan, of wounding a fellow worker. The offfĳicial met Aslan and his sufffering companion 
near the road linking Bahçesaray and Kara Su and brought both of them to the court. The 
defendant stated that his friend had wounded himself by accident while they were having 
a good time together. The injured worker confĳirmed this story: “It happened after we got 
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or illicit sex51—were brought to the judicial court.52 By investigating the 
cases recorded in the Crimean court registers and narrative accounts, one 
can conclude that the Crimean kadis adjudicated the cases concerning 
the fĳive Qur’anic offfenses. Yet, they did not impose the fĳixed penalties 
prescribed by the şeri‘at. As in the Ottoman Empire, the kadis inflicted 
discretionary punishments, for example, flogging for illicit sex. Moreover, 
the Crimean kadis did not rely exclusively on classical standard proofs, 
such as confession or accounts of eyewitnesses, but also used torture to 
extract confessions from the accused in well-defĳined circumstances. It 
seems, therefore, that Crimean offfĳicials applied elements of administra-
tive justice (siyaset), which, presumably, had the efffect of extending the 
ruler’s authority, similar to the practice in the Ottoman Empire.

It was the khan, and not the Ottoman sultan, who was responsible for 
delivering justice to the khanate’s inhabitants; therefore, the Crimean 
ruler exercised the privilege of an Islamic sovereign to dispense justice in 

drunk. Because of that I wounded myself.” The scribe was satisfĳied with the explanation 
and withdrew his charges (ORRNB, Fond 917, defter 25/116a/5). The immediate reason for 
the offfĳicial’s intervention was most probably the fact that the assault took place near the 
public road.

51 For instance, a Kara Su zabit, Bölükbaşı Cafer, brought to the local court a mar-
ried woman named Saime and a certain İbrahim, son of Hasan. The offfĳicial found them 
together at night in the woman’s house while her husband was absent. Saime defended 
herself by saying that she had found İbrahim already in her house when she had returned 
home in the evening. She stated that she had not invited him. On his part, perhaps to avoid 
more serious charges of robbery or rape, İbrahim maintained that he had come upon her 
invitation. He produced witnesses who confĳirmed his version. Consequently, both defen-
dants were found guilty of having illicit sex and the judge sentenced them in all likelihood 
to flogging (ta‘zir ile hükm şod), see ORRNB, Fond 917, defter 25/31a/3; 25/48a/4.

52 It is noteworthy that yet another Qur’anic offfense, theft (sarika), was rarely reported 
to the Crimean kadis. Presumably, it was difffĳicult to successfully condemn someone for 
theft, because it was so narrowly defĳined in Islamic law (Peters, Crime and Punishement, 
56). Perhaps for this reason, the aggrieved parties used to sue their opponents for usur-
pation, which had a broader defĳinition. In case of usurpation, the original owner had to 
demand the return of goods himself. The story of Nicolas Kleemann, a merchant from 
the Habsburg Empire, who was robbed in his house by his Armenian translator, indicates 
that the aggrieved party could rely on the help of the judge and the zabits: he gave a 
detailed description of how the subordinates of the judge caught the accused Armenian 
and brought him before the court. His story also indicates that elements of administrative 
justice (siyaset) were applied in cases of this type in the Crimean Khanate; see Nicolas 
Kleemann, Voyage de Vienne à Belgrade et à Kilianova, Dans le pays des Tartares Budziacs 
et Nogais dans la Crimée, et Kafffa à Constantinople; au travers de la mer Noire; avec le retour 
à Vienne; par Trieste. Fait dans les années 1768, 1769 et 1770, par Nicolas-Ernest Kleemann: 
On y a joint description des choses les plus remarquables concernant la Crimée (Neuchatel, 
1780), 90–107.
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the territory of his state. It is worth noting that the khan’s offfĳicials used to 
apply elements of administrative justice, which brought some aspects of 
the judicial procedure and punishment under the authority of the ruler.

Symbols of Subordination and Sovereignty in Tatar-Ottoman Relations

From our investigation we can conclude that the Crimean khan exercised 
power in the “four areas” of exclusive royal authority. Yet it is clear that 
in all these areas his power was limited in some aspects by the Ottoman 
sultan. As noted, our sources do not reveal the exact circumstances in 
which the khans resigned their regal monopolies and accepted the protec-
tion of the Sublime Porte. The degree of the khan’s subordination to the 
Ottomans also remains unknown. It can be argued that the procedures of 
succession to the Crimean throne reflect these ambiguities.

Crimean Tatar tradition provided some rules concerning succession. 
First, as the khanate was a continuation of the Genghisid Empire, the 
khan had to be a male member of the Giray dynasty, which traced its 
origins to Genghis Khan. Second, the eldest male was expected to come to 
the throne. Yet, the new khan was supposed to be selected by the kurul-
tay. This assembly of Crimean nobles was dominated by the karaçı beys, 
the most powerful among the khan’s vassals. One should not disregard the 
fact that their diverging political goals, as well as the personal ambition 
of various members of the Giray dynasty, were of the utmost importance 
in the process of selecting a new khan. Thus, any member of the Giray 
dynasty could in principle and practice come to power as the candidate 
of a successful faction.

It comes as no great surprise that the rival groups sought the Sublime 
Porte’s support to turn the scales in their favor. Consequently, the con-
flicts allowed the Sublime Porte to interfere more and more frequently in 
matters of Crimean succession. It should also be noted that the Ottomans 
and the Crimean nobles defĳined the sultan’s role in the selection of the 
khan diffferently: the former claimed to have the right to appoint the new 
ruler, while the latter limited the sultan’s role to the confĳirmation of the 
kurultay’s decision.

In time, the Ottoman role grew more important. This was already 
evident during the struggle between Tohtamış Giray and Selamet Giray 
in 1608. Thanks to the noblemen’s support, Tohtamış Giray came to the 
throne after the death of his father, Gazi II Giray. As soon as the traditional 
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Tatar ceremony of accession had taken place,53 Crimean envoys were sent 
to the sultan to ask him to confĳirm this choice. The Ottomans, however, 
feared that Tohtamış Giray would continue his father’s policy of seeking 
independence; therefore, they supported Selamet Giray, the only living 
brother of Gazi II Giray. It is noteworthy that the prince was literally in 
the sultan’s hands at the time, as he was imprisoned in Istanbul for tak-
ing part in the rebellion of Deli Hasan (1602).54 It was probably this very 
fact that made the Crimean nobles decide in favor of Tohtamış Giray, a 
younger member of the dynasty. After the nomination, Selamet Giray left 
for the Crimea. At the same time, Tohtamış Giray departed to Istanbul to 
seek the sultan’s support personally, but he was murdered by clients of 
the kalga of Selamet Giray in the vicinity of Akkerman.55 Afterward, the 
Ottoman nominee seized the Crimean throne.

In the fĳirst half of the seventeenth century the criteria used to choose 
the khans varied. Being the eldest male member of the dynasty did not 
secure the throne. This period was also marked by a growing Ottoman 
interference in Crimean succession: each and every successful candidate 
was supported by the sultan. Yet, quite often as soon as a Giray prince 
came to the throne, he tried to oppose Ottoman policy. A prince such as 
Mehmed III Giray managed to keep the Crimean throne, thanks to domes-
tic support and the backing of the Cossacks, thus the Ottomans could not 
remove him for four years (1624–1628). His reign came to an end when he 
lost the support of the Nogays and the majority of his Crimean vassals.56

Beginning at the end of the sixteenth century, when the balance of 
power turned against the khanate, the position of the Tatars weakened to 
the extent that they were no longer allowed to choose their own rulers. 
The new khan was more and more frequently appointed by the sultan 
in the Ottoman capital and sent to the Crimea only afterwards, to be 
accepted by the local nobles. In the eighteenth century, the ceremony of 

53 The traditional Tatar ceremony of accession emphasized the vital role of the Crimean 
karaçı beks, who carried the new khan seated on a felt cushion into the council’s room, 
where they literally put the ruler on the throne; see Seyyid Muhammed Riza, Es-sebü’s-
seyyar, 126; Smirnov, Krymskoe khanstvo, 467.

54 According to Caroline Finkel, Selamet Giray supported the rebellion of Deli Hasan 
hoping to fĳind allies to win the Crimean throne for himself; see her Osman’s Dream: The 
Story of the Ottoman Empire 1300–1923 (London, 2005), 182. 

55 Seyyid Muhammed Riza, Es-sebü’s-seyyar, 126; Smirnov, Krymskoe khanstvo, 467–472.
56 For more about Crimean-Ottoman relations in the 1620s, see Sándor Papp, “Die Inau-

gurationen der Krimkhane durch die Hohe Pforte (16.–18. Jahrhundert),” in The Crimean 
Khanate between East and West (15th–18th Century), ed. Denise Klein (Wiesbaden, 2012), 
75–90.
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kurultay election became just a formality. Nonetheless, the nobles could 
still force the Sublime Porte to remove an unpopular ruler.57

As we can see, there were two strands to the khan’s claims to legitimacy. 
First, he was justifĳied to rule as a Genghisid prince, selected according to 
the Tatar rules of succession. Second, his right to rule was legitimized by 
Ottoman consent. In time, the latter justifĳication grew increasingly impor-
tant. These two legitimizing paths were also reflected on a symbolic level. 
The khans had some insignia of authority underlining their Genghisid 
heritage. The trident-shaped Giray family mark (tamga) was one of the 
most important symbols of steppe sovereignty, and was displayed not only 
at the entrance to the khan’s council room,58 but also on some items of 
vital symbolic meaning, such as diplomatic treaties issued by the khans59 
or Crimean silver coins.60 The fact that the khans retained the right to 
maintain individual diplomatic relations and mint their own coins points 
to their status as sovereign rulers.

Khanate ownership of a network of post stations perhaps constituted 
yet another symbol of the khans’ sovereignty inherited from the steppe. 
From Crimean sicils61 and European narrative accounts62 we learn that 
the khans made arrangements for the upkeep and expenses of the post 
stations, which were designed to serve the khan’s administration. It seems 
that the ruler authorized only a limited number of individuals to benefĳit 
from the system. It remains unclear whether the Tatars inherited the net-
work of post stations from the Golden Horde, or whether it was modeled 
on the Ottoman postal system (ulak).63 According to Charles Peysonnel, 
the Crimean post stations were better organized than those of the Otto-
mans, which might suggest that the Crimean network was inherited from 
the Golden Horde, rather than being an improved version of the Ottoman 

57 See note 47.
58 Nicole Kançal-Ferrari, Kırım’da Kalan Miras: Hansaray [A treasure preserved in the 

Crimea: The palace of the khan] (Istanbul, 2005), 179–186.
59 Sagit Faizov, Tugra i vselennaia: Mokhabbat-name i shert-name krymskikh khanov 

i printsev v ornamental’nom, sakral’nom i diplomaticheskom kontekstakh [Tuğra and the 
world: Ornamental, sacral and diplomatic aspects of the mohabbetnames and şertnames 
of the Crimean khans] (Moscow and Bakhchesaray, 2002), 20.

60 Şevket Pamuk, A Monetary History of the Ottoman Empire (Cambridge, 2005), 105.
61  See the yarlığ of Selim II Giray on the organization of post stations (menzilhane) in 

1744/1745: ORRNB, Fond 917, defter 67/1a/2.
62 Peysonnel, Traité sur le commerce, 299–300.
63 The Ottoman system of post stations seems to be indebted to the Mongol yam as 

well; Lütfĳi Paşa ve Tevārih i Āl i Osman [Lütfĳi Pasha and the chronicles of the House of 
Osman], ed. Kayhan Atik (Ankara, 2001), 284.
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institution.64 Yet the origins of the Crimean post system remain unclear 
and merit further research.

Many sovereign rulers emphasized their unique position by wearing 
special clothing with a symbolic design. The question of whether some 
parts of the costumes of the Crimean khans symbolized their claims to 
the heritage of the Golden Horde is of great interest. If such items existed 
at all, it was likely a cap with sable trim. The chronicle of Abdulgafffar 
el-Kırımi implies that this symbolized the khan’s authority.65 Moreover, 
Ottoman miniatures make clear that headgear constituted the most 
important diffference between Ottoman and Tatar clothing.66 Sixteenth-
century Ottoman artists depicted the khans wearing caps of diffferent col-
ors with fur trim. They seem to be of traditional Tatar design, as members 
of the khan’s retinue were painted in similar headgear.67

It is of the utmost importance that the Tatar headgear on the Ottoman 
miniatures resembles the so-called Monomakh’s cap in shape and design. 
This gold cap with sable trim was most probably given by Khan Özbek to 
the Muscovite grand prince Ivan Kalita (1325–1340); thus the khan of the 
Golden Horde must have sent it to his vassal as an insignia of authority. 
Until the mid-fĳifteenth century, it signifĳied the subordination of Musco-
vite rulers, but it continued to play the role of the crown long after the fall 
of the Golden Horde. In that period, the cap, which was co-opted to the 
Byzantine tradition, became a symbol of Muscovite sovereignty.68

In a similar vein, the Crimean rulers’ custom of wearing a sable cap might 
date back to the Golden Horde. Originally it may have been designed as 
a symbol of the Crimean governors’ subordination, but when they estab-
lished an independent khanate, the sable cap must have become a sym-
bol of their descent from Genghis Khan, and thus legitimized their right 

64 For the Mongol postal system (yam), see Adam J. Silverstein, Postal Systems in the 
Pre-Modern Islamic World (Cambridge, 2007), 141–164.

65 Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi’s chronicle also includes a fascinating story about the kalga 
sultan of Gazi II Giray and the daughter of a Polish hetman. The girl was enslaved by 
the kalga during one of the Tatar raids into the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. When 
she was fĳinally returned home, she was pregnant. Her family claimed that the kalga was 
the father of the child. The chronicler depicted the dilemma of the Girays, who learnt that 
one of them, who might one day be entitled to “the sultan’s sable cap” (sultanın samur 
kalpağı) would remain in Polish hands; see Abdulgafffar el-Kırımi, Ümdetü’t-tavarih, 116.

66 Ilya Zaitsev, “Krymskie khany: portrety i suzhety” [The Crimean khans: Portraits and 
motives], Vostochnaia kollektsia 1 (2003): 86–93.

67 Cf. pictures of Mengli Giray and members of his retinue in the Hüner-name of Seyyid 
Lokman; Zaitsev, “Krymskie khany,” 87.

68 Donald Ostrowski, Muscovy and the Mongols: Cross-Cultural Influences on the Steppe 
Frontier 1304–1589 (Cambridge, 2002), 174–175.
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to rule. As to the question of whether the khans passed down this special 
sable cap to the next ruler, the sources available reveal nothing about 
such a crown insignia; therefore, it is suggested that the Crimean khan 
had the right to wear a sable cap, but it was not necessarily inherited from 
his predecessors.

In the Ottoman tradition, numerous items linked a sovereign and a 
vassal. The insignia of authority (hükümet alametleri) sent by the sultans 
emphasized Ottoman suzerainty over the subordinated polities. The types 
and the quality of items sent from the Sublime Porte varied depending on 
the rank of the addressee. According to some seventeenth- and eighteenth-
century Crimean chroniclers, Mengli I Giray had already been given vari-
ous symbolic attributes when he was appointed khan after the conquest 
of Kefe. It is worth noting that descriptions of the insignia given to Mengli 
I Giray made by the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century chronicles show 
diffferences in terms of their type and number.

This list suggests that there was no unanimous tradition on the possible 
insignia of authority given to Mengli I Giray: their exact types and num-
ber remains unclear. It is even uncertain that this khan received them at 
all; the descriptions might have been influenced by later customs, as the 
above list consists of items given to Ottoman vassals throughout the early 
modern period.73 Each of the above mentioned hükümet alametleri had 

69 Abdullah, son of Rizvan Paşa La chronique des steppes kipchak, 34.
70 İbrahim Kefeli, Tevarih i Tatar Han ve Dagistan Moskov ve Deşt i Kıpçak Ülkeleri-

nindir [Chronicle about the lands of the Crimean Khan, about Dagistan, Muscovy and the 
Quipchak steppe], ed. İbrahim Otar (Eskişehir, 2005), 79.

71  Seyyid Muhammed Riza, Es-sebü’s-seyyar, 74.
72 Halim Giray, Gülbün ü Hanan, 167.
73 See, for example, the insignia given to Khan Sahib Giray in 1532 or Khan Murad Giray 

in 1678; Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 21; Franciszek Kluczycki, ed., Źródła do 
poselstwa Jana Gnińskiego wojewody chełmińskiego do Turcyi w latach 1677–1678 [Sources 

Table 1. Insignia given to Khan Mengli I Giray by Sultan Mehmed II 
in various chronicles

Chronicler Insignia

Abdullah, son of Rizvan Pasha (1630–40s);69 drum and standard (“tabl ve ‘alem”)
İbrahim Kefeli (1730–40s)70 drum and standard (“tabl ve ‘alem”)
Seyyid Muhammed Riza (1750s)71 horsetail, standard, and money 

(“tuğ, ‘alem ve teşrifat hani”)
Halim Giray (1820s)72 white felt cap and cap with gold 

embroidery (“ak börk, altınlı üsküf ”)
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deep symbolic meanings in the Turkish-Ottoman tradition. The custom 
of giving a horsetail came from Turkish and Mongol shamanic traditions;74 
standards and drums, mentioned by three out of four chroniclers, were 
among the most typical items given by the sultan to his vassals: according 
to Maria Pia Pedani, “in the ancient Turkish world the ruler used to give 
a banner to his new vassal, such as that given by the Selgiukid sultan to 
Osman.”75 Various types of headgear constituted the last type of insignia 
attributed to Mengli Giray. According to the Turkish-Ottoman tradition, 
bestowing a headgear created a bond between a sovereign and a vassal. 
Therefore, when the Crimean khan put on a headgear received from the 
Ottoman Empire instead of his own sable cap, he was acknowledging the 
sultan’s suzerainty.76

The above mentioned items were insignia typically given to both Muslim 
and non-Muslim vassals of the Ottoman Empire. From other sources we 
learn that the Crimean khans, in contrast to the Christian vassals, such as 
the Danubian hospodars, were given various types of weapons.77 Accord-
ing to Maria Pia Pedani, it “was a symbol of peace relation and meant that 
the sultan trusted so much a person that he could send him a weapon.”78 
This type of insignia emphasized the elevated position of the Crimean 
khans, and also symbolized their subordination to the Ottomans.

Conclusions

Crimean-Ottoman relations changed signifĳicantly during the early mod-
ern period. In the mid-sixteenth century accusations that Sahib Giray 
wanted to challenge Ottoman power may have found credibility by the 
chronicler’s readers.79 In 1569, the Tatars succeeded in foiling the Ottoman 
project of recapturing Astrakhan from Muscovite hands. Apparently, the 
Ottoman presence on the northern shore of the Caspian Sea threatened 

for the embassy of the voievod of Chełmno, Jan Gniński to Turkey in the years 1677–1678] 
(Warsaw, 1907), 64–80.

74 For more details on the subject, see Bahaeddin Ögel, “Tuğ,” in Islam Ansiklopedisi 
(Istanbul, 1988), vol. 13, 1–5.

75 Maria Pia Pedani, “Sultans and Voivodas in the 16th c.: Gifts and Insignia,” Journal of 
International Social Research 1 (2007): 201.

76 Ibid., 200.
77 Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 21; Zaitsev, “Krymskie khany,” 88.
78 Pedani, “Sultans and Voivodas,” 202. 
79 Remmal Hoca, Tārīh-i Ṣāḥib Giray Ḫān, 114–115.
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Tatar claims to the Genghisid heritage.80 Two years later, the khan 
attacked and burned Moscow. In the 1620s, Mehmed III Giray ruled the 
khanate without Ottoman consent. In the eighteenth century, however, 
the khans no longer dared to oppose the Ottoman sultans: for example, 
Devlet II Giray gave up the throne in 1702 despite the strong support of his 
vassals.81 When the turning point in Ottoman-Crimean relations occurred 
remains a question: it seems likely that it should be dated to the second 
half of the seventeenth century, and may be connected with changes in 
power relations in Central Europe and the Black Sea region.

A report by the Polish emissary Stanisław Karwowski dates from this 
period, from which it is known that he was secretly received, at the end 
of 1671, by the Crimean khan Selim I Giray. The ruler had gathered his 
troops in a military camp near Bahçesaray for the war with the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth and then the khan made the following apolo-
gies to the emissary for the uncommon circumstances of their meeting: 
“Do not mind that I receive you in this way, but I must keep our meet-
ing a secret before the [Ottoman] kapıcı başı. After all, the Turks have 
already announced you as an enemy in all their lands.” When Karwowski 
stated that the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth trusted the agreement 
based on mutual friendship, as stipulated in the Polish-Tatar treaty, Selim 
I Giray answered:

With all my soul I regret the loss of your friendship, because the former king 
showed me a lot of kindness. I know all your dignitaries very well, espe-
cially the Marshall with whom I spent such a long time during the war in 
Ukraine. But what shall I do? It is not my will, but the will of My Lord, My 
Emperor, with whose grace I ascended to this throne of mine. And I will 
tell you something in secret, but do not repeat it. If I saw you as strong as 
before, I would support you and I would say: “Hold on [My] Emperor, the 
Poles are not guilty, they are our friends, who stand by us whether in good 
or in bad.” The whole Crimea would repeat these words, because many of 
their rights are also violated by the Porte. But when I see you so impov-
erished, weak and friendless, what shall I do? I would ruin myself, while I 
would not save you (. . .) For a long time the Porte prepared against you, but 
either we advised against [the war with you] or we frightened them, [saying] 
that you are powerful and rich. But now when they have had a closer look 
at you, they would disdain of you and say that within a year they would 
take your land as far as Warsaw or Cracow. Please understand, therefore, 
that neither would I send my envoy with you to the King nor could I dismiss 

80 Smirnov, Krymskoe khanstvo, 325.
81  Abddulgafffar el-Kırımi, Ümdetü’t-tavarih, 137.
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you without conferring with the [Ottoman] kapıcı başı. Otherwise I would 
be suspected.82

The issues discussed enable us to draw some general conclusions about 
Tatar-Ottoman relations. First, the Ottomans successfully interfered in the 
appointments and depositions of the Crimean khans. Yet, the choice of 
the khanate’s new ruler was limited to the members of the Giray dynasty, 
and the Tatars could force the Sublime Porte to remove an unpopular 
ruler.83 The sultan gave the khan insignia of authority, which underlined 
the khan’s subordination to the Ottomans. In addition, the khan received 
military and fĳinancial support that strengthened his position vis-à-vis his 
vassals and neighboring rulers.84

Second, the khan raised a claim to be an independent ruler; this was 
symbolized by the insignia of authority that referred to his Genghisid 
descent. From Karwowski’s report we learn that the khan might have will-
ingly acted independently, but to do so, he needed a strong ally. In the fĳirst 
half of the seventeenth century, for example, Mehmed III Giray managed 
to maintain an independence in policy-making for four years, but was 
eventually forced to leave the Crimea. Apparently, the Crimean Khanate 
was not powerful enough to oppose the Sublime Porte neither alone, nor 
with only modest external help: in time, the khans were more frequently 
forced to follow Ottoman policies, and this in turn led to tension between 
the Ottomans and the Tatars, who felt that their rights and vital inter-
ests had been violated by the former. Moreover, it should be noted that 
power in the khanate was divided between the khan and the noblemen 
described in Karwowski’s report as “the whole Crimea.” The noblemen, as 
stated by Aitemiriev, claimed to be able to depose and choose the khan 
by themselves, even against the Ottoman will. Whoever wanted to utilize 
the Crimean army apparently had to consider gaining not only the khan’s, 
but also the noblemen’s support.

Finally, the khan exercised power in all four areas distinguished by the 
Hanafĳi jurists as symbols of sovereignty. It should be stated that in the 

82 Acta Historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 2, Pisma do wieku i spraw Jana 
Sobieskiego [Papers concerning the age and activities of Jan Sobieski], ed. Franciszek 
Kluczycki (Cracow, 1880), vol. 1, part 1, 748–749.

83 For instance, Tatar nobles convinced the sultan to remove Kara Devlet Giray in 1717 
and Saadet III Giray in 1724; Abdulgafffar el-Kirımi, Ümdetü’t-tavarih, 161, 164.

84 On fĳinancial support, see Alan Fisher, “Les rapports entre l’Empire Ottoman et la 
Crimée: L’aspect fĳinancier,” Cahiers du Monde Russe et Soviétique 13, no 3 (1972): 368–381; 
Mária Ivanics, “Entstehung und Quellenwert der krimtatarischen Tiyiş Defters,” Acta Ori-
entalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 47 (1994): 115–122.
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case of Friday prayers, tribute, and even spoils of war, the khan’s position 
was to some extent subordinated to and limited by the Ottoman sultan, 
who nonetheless did not interfere in the khanate’s tax and judicial policy. 
It is noteworthy that in these two areas the khan enjoyed similar preroga-
tives in the Crimea as the sultan in his own lands.

It is clear that there is still much to learn about Tatar-Ottoman rela-
tions, and it is safe to say that a better understanding of this subject will 
follow from the deepening of our knowledge on regional diversities in the 
Ottoman world. The comparison of the khanate’s status with other non-
core lands of the Ottoman Empire could provide answers to the fascinat-
ing question: to what extent was it unique?
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